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Abstract 

In the bar-model dynamic analysis of truck undercarriage frames of open-section bars, 
dynamic equilibrium equations in terms of either centroid or shear centre coordinates of the 
bar cross section are equally useful. 

Results obtained in the computer analysis of transient vibrations of a truck undercar
J:iage by the two different equilibrium equations have been compared. Also simulation of wheel 
bouncing while crossing a road defect has been concerned with. 

Introduction 

In the mechanical modelling of undercarriage frames of utility vehicles 
made of open-section bars, application of equilibrium equations in terms of 
shear centre displacements (angular rotations) of bar cross sections 'with the 
inherent shear-centre finite element network (shear centre description) has 
been generalized [1,2]. Dynamic equilibrium equations of open-section bars can 
also he written in terms of centroidal displacements of cross sections [3] with 
the inherent centroidal finite element network (centroidal description). 

From Fig. 2, the shear centre finite element network obviously is a less 
exact model for the real bar length in the undercarriage frame than the centroid
aI finite element net,rork, prohahilizing important deviations between internal 
stresses of the undercarriage frame obtained hy centroidal or hy shear centre 
description. 

Transformation between shear centre and centroidal descriptions is no 
problem for mass and stiffness matrices obtained (by the finite element meth
od) for open-section hars and for the generalized force vector. Derivation 
of the mentioned mass and stiffness matrices and of the generalized force vector 
by means of shear centre coordinates, that has been treated in [2,4], will not 
be considered here. Only the shear centre to centroid transformation applicable 
for these characteTistics will })e outlined. 

The origin of the coordinate system is put to the centroid, thereby cent
roiclal coordinates of thc represented cross section are Y s = 0, Zs = 0, while 
shear centre coordinates are Y T and ZT (Fig. 1). Let mass matrix, stiffness 
matrix and generalized force vector for the shear centre coordinates he denoted 
~Ii' SI" and F(t)y, respectively, while lVI" Ss and Fs(t) are for centroidal co-or
dinates. Then transformation relationships hecome: 
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Matrices 1\15' Mr Ss' Sr A have 14 hy 14 elements, while Fs(t), F T(t) arc: 
vectorE' with 14 elemcnts. Specific distorsion typical of warping, and the 
couple of moments (himoment) due to inhihited warping are namely included 
explicitly as self-contained variables, elements of the generalized displacemcnt 
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Yector, and force Yector, respectively. Handling the specific distorsion typical 
of warping else than a self-contained variahle, the mentioned matrices "ill have 
12 hy 12, and the generalized force vectors 12 elements [4,5]. 

As concerns warping alone, at joints of open-section har elements model
led as linear continua, either free warping or fully inhihited warping can he 
specified. In the real structure, nodal warpings of open-section hars are gener
ally intermediary hetween the two extremes. Therefore a decision has to he 
made hy analyzing nodal joints hetween the two (idealized) specificatiom for 
nedal warpings. 

Analysis of transient vibrations cannot dispense with taking the effect 
of huilt-in springs and dampers, as well as of the tyre elasticity into considera
tion. Since only an overal picture iE needed of the truck hehaviour while cross
ing a road defect, dampers have heen modelled hy a linear characteristic. Since 
ruhher tyres are much stiffer than mainsprings, linear Epring characteristics 
mffice to model tyre elasticity. Also simulation of the material damping of 
ruhher tyres involves dampers with linear characteristicE. Hence, the under
carriage model in this study is a linear one [6,7]. 

If trucks are driven on poor roads, "wheels are seen to bounce off the road 
surface even at moderate speeds, hinting to the ahsolute necessity to include 
the possihility of wheel bouncing in the solution algorithm, lest tensile forces 
might arise in ruhber tyres and mainsprings, significantly distorting com
putation results. Thereby behaviour of the mechanical model, in OCCUl'l'ence 
of "wheel bounce, becomes non-linear throughout the test period, that can. 
however, be divided ill to intervals where behaviour of the undercarriage 
model is linear [7]. 

Analysis of tl'amient ,ihrations applies a yariety of "Wilson's method [8] 
permitting automatic treatment of "wheel bounce. The inyolyec1 finite element 
program has heen developed at the Department of Transport Engineering 
l\Iechanics. 

1. ]Hll.in features of the finite element model of the tested 
truck uIHlerc<!l'riage 

Frame (Fig. 2) of the tested truck undercarriage (Fig, 3) i;: a replica of 
the Erz undercarriage [9J of open-section U han:. Position of the coordinate 
"ystem is seen in Fig. 3. 

Front and rear running gear hridges are modelled JJy hars of great stiff
ness compared to the undercarriage frame, joined at end points by springs and 
dampers simulating rubber tyre elasticity and material damping. Connection 
of built-in mainsprillf(s and dampers to the gear and the frame is seen in Fig. 3. 
1'11(':- are hinged to both the node;;: of the shear-ct'ntrt' fillit(' eh'l11pnt llet,'"ork 
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and to the running gear. There by equal loads affect two springs and dampers 
each at one side of the running gear bridges. Figure 3 sho'ws the shear-centre 
finite element netwC'rk of the undercarriage frame, joined at the first segment 
in the advancement direction, across three springs and three highly stiff arms, 
hy a node representing the motor and the speed box. 

W m·ping at the undercarriage frame nodes is assumed to he mutually 
hindered by heams and spreaders. 

The working load is 8000 kg assumed to he uniformly distrihuted het
·ween nodes at the four rear sections of beams. The driver's cab (with driver) 
weighs 1000 kg, is assumed to he uniformly distributed hetween nodes at the 
two front sections of heams. Mass of thc undercarriage frame is distrihuted in 
proportion to har section lengths between nodes of the undercarriage frame. 
(The finite element network has also nodes at mid-spreaders.) Motor and 
gearbox weigh 1250 kg, in addition, also secondary moments of inertia ahout 
axes parallel to X and Y axes crossing their common centroid (as principal 
axes of inertia) have been reckoned with. Front and rear gears weigh 700, and 
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1400 kg, resp., distributed between end points and mid-points of cross-wise 
horizontal bars representing front and rear bridges, so as to keep secondary 
moments of inertia along axes in direction X crossing mid-points equal before 
and after distribution. Thereby the mass matrix becomes a diagonal matrix 
generalized in finite element programs, while the stiffness matrix is a stripe 
matrix typical of the finite element method. 

2. Computation data 

For the analysis of transient vibrations of the tested truck undercarriage, 
road defect is described as: 

U: = 0.05(1-cosrp), [m], 0 < rp ~ 2;r (4) 

where Uz is displacement along the vertical Z-axis. 
As to the transversal extension, road defects may either be 

a) as narrow as to affect only wheels at one side (asymmetric road 
defect); or 

b) as wide as to simultaneously affect the parr of right- and left-side 
wheels (symmetric road defect). 

From Fig. 2 it appears that the relative SIze difference between the 
centroidal and the shear centre finite element net'works of the tested undercar
riage frame is only 1.1 % length-wise, 'while transversally it is 11 O~l' Therefore 
the t"WO different computation methods are likely to yield greater differences 
between internal stresses in spreaders due to asymmetric road defccts. 

This assumption has been fully confirmed hy computer outputs. 
In case of symmetric loads due to symmetric road defects, where the 

principal stress results from the bending of beams about the Y-axis (Fig. 3) 
the relative maximum deviation between internal stress counterparts obtained 
by the two computation methods was less than 3 even for crossing speeds 
v = 20 kmJh and v = 60 km/h. Crossing the symmetric road defect is exempli
fied in Fig. 4, sho'~ing time functions of bending moments at point E of beam a 
about the y-axis with the centroid as origin, for crossing speeds L' = 20 km/h 
and v = 60 km/h. 

The two computation methods yield relative difference maxima of 23 to 
27% between counterpart internal stresses in spreaders symmetrically loaded 
by a5ymmetric road defects. 

Time functions about the centroid for torques in spreader h (Fig. 3) 
passing over an asymmetric road defect at speeds v = 20 km/h, and 
v = 60 kmjh are seen in Fig. 5. 
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Time functions of torques in spreader h again passing over an asymmetric 
road defect, plotted ahout the shear centre and the centroid, are shown in 
Fig. 6, for a passage speed v = 20 km/h. 

The trend of variation of the himoment function for inhihited warping in 
spreader h is the same as for the cOl'l'esponding torque at either speed. (For 
a passage speed v = 60 km/h, in centroidal representation Bmax = 277.5 Nm2, 

and for shear centre representation Bmax = 224.7 Nm2 (t = 0.35 s». 
Counterpart nodal displacements of the two finite element models in 

the two different representations differ hy less than 3 %, so it is sufficient to 
present nodal displacements of one of the finite element models described in 
terms of e.g. centroidal coordinates. 
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Displacements vs. time of node C of the undercarriage frame due to a 
symmetric road defect is seen in Fig. 8 for speeds v = 20 kmJh and 

v = 60 km/h. 
Dispiacements vs. time of node B of the undercarriage frame due to an 

asymmetric road defect is seen in Fig. 8 for passage speeds v = 20 kmJh and 
v 60 km/h. 

The critical position of wheel hounce proved to he at a speed v = 20 kmjh 
both for a svmmt'tric and for an asvmmetric road defect. Time functions of the . . 
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front right 'whcel tread point and aXIS point displacements for a symmetric 
road defect are seen in Fig. 9 for a speed v = 60 km/h. According to the diag
ram, the ,'{heel bounces twice. 

It is of importance that, together ,~'ith the houncing wheel, also the part 
of the undercarriage frame oyer the wheel rises by 20 to 25 % higher than in 
passing the road defect at a speed v = 20 km/h, accordingly, after the first 
landing of the 'wheel, also the undercarriage frame will yihrate at an increased 
amplitude (Figs 8, 9). Also stresses in the undercarriage frame due to increased 
,ibrations significantly increase compared to those for a speed v = 20 kmjh 
(Figs 4, 5). It is worth mentioning that in passing the asymmetric road defect 
at v = :20 km/h, also the other side (farther from the road defect) exhibits a 
slight (about 3 mm) wheel bounce. 
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The case of a nearly static load is that of the undercarriage crossing a 
road defect at a speed v = 1 km/h. Torques in spreaders crossing an asym
metric road defect at v = 1 kmjh involving a vertical rise of 0.1 m of the right 
rear wheel tread point, and no vertical displacement for the other whep,l tread 
points are seen in Fig. 10. 

Conclusions drawn from computation results for finite element models 
involving shear centre and centroidal coordinates and geometrical network arc: 

a) Relative deviations of counterpart internal stresses due to symmetric 
loads arising from symmetric road defect are below 3 %. 

b) Relative deviation maxima of counterpart stresses due to asymmetric 
loads arising from asymmetric road defects depend on the selected bar cle
ment and the kind of stress. The maximum deviation between bending and 
torsional stresses in heams does not exceed 7%. Deviation between torsional 
stresses in spreaders may be as high as 27%. The maximum de'viation 
computed between hending stresses (about the x-axis) in spreaders may he 
as high as 10o,~" The higher hending stress has been obtained from the 
shear centre finite element model. 

Consequently, there is a significant, non-negligible deviation between 
counterpart (torsional and bending) internal stresses in spreaders due to asym
metric road defects, computable in either way. The theoretically closer value 
results from modelling by centroidal coordinates and finite element network 
compared to that by shear centre coordinates and finite element network. 
This statement is confirmed by the increased accuracy of the geometrical 
description of the modelled (real) structure by the finite element network 
compared to that by the shear-centre finite element network. 
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